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About This Game

Hello there, player!
Countryballs: Over The World is an adventure game obviously based on Countryballs jokes.
You are playing as Polandball, who just ran out of his ointment. Will you succeed and get it?

List of features

Funny design

Simple controls

Three game-modes

Funny Achivements (A lot of countryballs)

Cool story

The story is a simple platformer with one of the endless modes being a challenge for you to find Polen and the other one is
Polandball in Russia.
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Title: Countryballs: Over The World
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Divertic
Publisher:
Garage Games
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 98

Processor: Any CPU made since 2000

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 2000

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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countryballs over the world achievements. countryballs over the world. countryballs borders around the world. countryballs over
the world steam. countryballs over the world online

I enjoyed Welcome to Hanwell quite a lot, despite several flaws. The story and concept was actually pretty good, even if the
presentation was lacking. It reminded me of lots of other horror games from Silent Hill Downpour to RE7, and even obscure
horror mods like Get a Life and Underhell with the soundtrack style, especially toward the end.

As positives, the combat is also surprisingly satisfying, and some areas look quite good with their lighting, and some sequences
are quite thrilling.

The downside is that the overworld is way too big, some puzzles are too obscure, and the collectibles are far too numerous and
require you to find all of them to get the rewards, which made me not want to collect them all even if I normally would in a less
strict game.

I would recommend it if you're willing to forgive the kind of jank that is to be expected from a one-man ambitious project like
this.. I got shot out of the ship I infiltrated.
Proceeded to remote control my ship to pick up my body flying through space.
Piloted my ship to enemy vessel.
Stealth killed the entire crew in 20 seconds and then piloted the ship to safety.
9\/10. This game is a haruki murakami story with Takeshi Kitano directing. Or vice versa. I can see it either way. It may not be
as "oddball" as murakami, but it has his charm, subtle humanistic characteristics that drive an appeal to the player to all the
characters. It has Takeshi's gangster vibe, without being overly violent. It is like they made the perfect child.

The above description is how I imagine it being and it makes me all the more happy to play it, however, the game does have
some flaws too. Some moments seem to be very important but seem forced or shoehorned in at inpportune times, especially
when a glitch causes you to be unable to leave a cutscene or move after one, etc (I made a pose and a cutscene started and I
couldn't leave the fold arm pose).

A lot of the characters seem great, but also 2-dimensional most of the time. I am still playing the game and after 9 hours, i really
wish to be able to get to know them more. I would love to see a certain sidestory go on with a character's development other than
RIngo's as you interact with them more. Ie, interact with a girl, it becomes a romance story. Interact with the friend that is a
fighter, you have a fight redemption story, seeing the dreams of another friend fulfilled, or even the coming of age for all of
them as a group with a buddy-buddy Outsiders type finish.

There is a lot of poetry waiting to be had here and some of it works well.

Don't expect this to be like Scott Pilgrim or River City Ransom (though heavily influenced). Think of it as an indie movie with a
lot of relatable emotions and situations.

I think it is worth it and would definitely recommend to support this developer.. Fun, simple but charming RPG with a Greek
mythological theme. THe game is not too deep, and actually plays more like an "offline-MMO" than a true RPG, but offers
enough to hold your interest if the game appeals to you. Try it when It's on sale.. I did not like this game. It's not challenging at
all and it's boring. I didn't expect much from it initially but I thought it'd be a fun time waster but I can't even call it that.. Epic
Horror Game!!. First up I wanna throw a shoutout to my homie Rentaro, for throwing bants into the game and putting up with
that stuck up ♥♥♥♥♥ Miwako.

Funky storyline, but a little boring in places or even ridiculous with how things develop.

Shame there wasn't an ending where you could drown miwako like her damn mother the emoitionless ♥♥♥♥♥.

. don't let that screenshot&trailer fool you this game it suck combat it so grandpa upgrade system it like old man xcom or
wastedland 2 is so better ever than this game

p.s this game suck thank you steam to let me refund <3. The game mechanic is fun for a while, but not long enough to be worth
more than 5 bucks. The learning curve is all right, but in combination with the childish setting, it tests your patience.
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Not recommended for people over 14, otherwise the game is OK
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RPG-wise nothing extraordinary, but nice setting and decent graphics make this a good light RPG to get on a sale.
Recommended.. An interactive movie were a clan of misfit hackers transform from pranksters to international hacker
celebrities.

+ Good acting
+ The streams you watch change the story
+ Idea

- Passive interactive

. amazing game :D. this game deserves every cent spent and if the devs add more features/gamemodes and traps its gonna be a
must-have

Ps: i would really love the combat sistem that was in the culling (rip) and if you add it with or only all the said before this game
should be 20 bucks and still worth it. No force feedback, no settings ingame for anything at all, terrbile sound. The driving itself
is just too bad for this to be any interesting sadly :(
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